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	[image: ]Autonomous Robotic Systems (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences), 9781852330361 (1852330368), Springer, 1998
This book constitutes the presentations made at the Advanced Research Workshop on Autonomous Robotic Systems, which was held at the University of Coimbra, Portugal, June 1997. The aim of the meeting was to bring together leading researchers in the area of autonomous systems for mobility and manipulation, and the aim of this book is to share the presentations with the reader. The book presents the most recent developments in the field. Topics include sensors and navigation in mobile robots, robot co-operation, telerobotics, legged robots, climbing robots and applications. Existing and emerging applications of autonomous syst ems are described in great detail, including applications in forestry, cleaning, mining, tertiary buildings, assistance to the elderly and handicapped, and surgery. The chapters are written in a structured and advanced tutorial style by leading specialists from Europe, Australia, Japan and USA. The style will allow the reader to grasp the state-of-the-art and research directions in the area of autonomous systems.
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Mac OS X, iPod, and iPhone Forensic Analysis DVD ToolkitSyngress Publishing, 2008
This book and companion DVD provide digital forensic investigators, security professionals, and law enforcement with all of the information, tools, and utilities required to conduct forensic investigations of computers running any variant of the Macintosh OS X operating system, as well as the almost ubiquitous iPod and iPhone. Digital forensic...
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Negotiation at Work: Maximize Your Team's Skills with 60 High-Impact ActivitiesAMACOM, 2012

	Negotiation is an essential part of doing business, but to be an effective negotiator one must master a wide variety of skills such as listening, self-awareness, conflict resolution, assertiveness, and more. So it stands to reason that in order to teach such a complicated subject, managers and trainers need proven, powerful activities....
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MCSE Training Kit—Microsoft Exchange 2000 Server Implementation and AdministrationMicrosoft Press, 2001
This official MCSE TRAINING KIT teaches IT professionals how to set up and support Exchange 2000 Server-as they prepare for the corresponding MCP exam. Topics include planning an implementation or upgrade to Exchange 2000 Server; configuring clients and servers, Internet protocols and services, mail and messaging systems, and security; implementing...
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Boost.Asio C++ Network ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Enhance your skills with practical examples for C++ network programming


	Overview

	
		Augment your C++ network programming using Boost.Asio
	
		Discover how Boost.Asio handles synchronous and asynchronous programming models.
	
		Practical examples of client/server applications.

...
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The Setpoint Diet: The 21-Day Program to Permanently Change What Your BodyHachette, 2020

	
		The New York Times bestselling author of The Calorie Myth shares his research-based, groundbreaking plan that helps you actually lower your setpoint weight for longterm weight loss

	


	
		Your body fights to keep you within a range of about 15 pounds -- also known as your "setpoint...
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RF and Microwave Semiconductor Device HandbookCRC Press, 2002
The purpose of the CRC RF & Microwave Semiconductor Device Handbook is to provide a single volume comprehensive reference for high frequency semiconductor devices. It is intended to be a starting point for programs involving development, technology comparison, or acquisition for RF and wireless semiconductor devices. The articles that comprise...
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